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The dynamic transmission microscope (DTEM) offers incomparable nano-scale spatiotemporal 

resolution that is advantageous for characterizing irreversible transient processes in various material 

systems [1]. Previously, we utilized bright field imaging and diffraction in DTEM with nano-second 

temporal resolution to characterize the dynamics of rapid solidification (RS) in pure Al and Al-Cu 

alloy thin films in single-shot, single-image acquisition mode [2-4]. Recent developments in DTEM 

instrument enable a single-shot, multiple-image acquisition mode (Movie-mode) [5], which 

significantly reduces potential uncertainty and experimental error when measuring parameters such 

as interface velocity during rapid solidification process. However, it is inherently challenging to 

measure the temperature evolution during the RS transformation cycle while performing in-situ 

DTEM observations. Knowledge of the thermal field evolution in correlation to the solidification 

front velocities would greatly benefit quantitative understanding of RS process in material systems. 

 

Here we report results of enthalpy-based numerical modeling performed in a COMSOL
®
 multi-

physics environment that have been validated by experimental observations to quantitatively 

determine the thermal field evolution during RS. Figure 1 represents a schematic illustration of a 

possible timing sequence for Movie-mode DTEM experimentation and an example of an image 

series obtained for pulsed-laser induced melting and subsequent re-solidification in 80-nm-thick pure 

Al thin film. The image series includes nine images spanning from 0 µs to 20.4 µs after the melting 

laser pulse, covering onset of melting to completion of solidification using a 50-ns electron pulse 

duration and a 2.5-µs interframe time spacing. Several image sequences were used to calculate the 

evolution of the melt-pool size (radius, R) and interface velocity during RS. Figure 2 shows the 

thermal field distribution predicted by simulations during RS and the comparison between the 

experimentally determined time evolution of the melt pool area and solidification front velocity from 

the time-resolved image sequences and those computed by simulations. The details of the thermal 

field and associated velocity evolution behavior will be discussed.  
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Figure 1. i) Schematic illustration of Movie-mode DTEM with selected pre-delay time and 

interframe time spacing and ii) an example of image sequence showing laser-induced melting and 

RS in Al thin films recorded by in-situ Movie-mode DTEM using a 50-ns electron pulse duration 

and a 2.5-µs interframe time spacing 

 

 

i) 

ii) 

Figure 2. i) Temperature distribution in 

the pure Al film simulated by COMSOL
®
 

multi-physics model, ii) comparison 

between the experimentally determined 

converted radius evolution of the melt 

pool and simulated radius evolution and 

iii) simulated solidification velocity 

compared with velocity calculated from 

experimental observations 
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